Thesis-Antithesis-Synthesis Rubric
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Paragraph 1
THESIS
Problem Description
(Preambulatory)
Introduces a well thought out description of a problem with supporting examples in this paragraph
Introduces a description of the problem but with weak examples here or in next paragraph
Description is not as clear as it should be.  Example(s) are not relevant
The description shows complete lack of understanding of the problem.   No examples are used in this or the following paragraph

There is no description of a problem.  This step was left out completely.


Paragraph 2
THESIS
Solution
(Operative)
A well-researched and evidence-based solution is presented and explained
A solution with some evidence and research is presented and explained.
A solution is presented and identifiable but lacks evidence
The solution presented is vague, hard to identify.
No solution is presented.  This step was left out completely.

Paragraph 3
ANTITHESIS
Criticism
A strong, convincing, relevant, logical and detailed rebuttal of the thesis 
The rebuttal is not very strong nor logical. It does have some details and at least mentions the thesis. 

The rebuttal lacks detail but it does mention the thesis.
The rebuttal is vague and barely identifiable. It makes little sense.
No rebuttal is given. This step was left out completely


Paragraphs 4-5
SYNTHESIS
Combined Soultion
Logically:
(a.)Merges or at least mentions both Thesis and Antithesis.
(b.) Addresses how solution will affect status quo. 
(c.) Details responsibility and resources needed for implementation
All characteristics (a. b. c.) are addressed and at least two of them are well researched and logically explained





At least two of the characteristics are addressed and at least one is well researched and logically explained
One or more characteristic is addressed.
None of the characteristics is present
















EVIDENCE AND RESEARCH RUBRIC
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Evidence

Supports claims made in the essay or assignment with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, demonstrating a complete understanding of the topic
Supports the claims made in the essay or assignment with reasoning and evidence, and demonstrates some understanding of the topic
Evidence is not relevant or not completely thought out
Lacks evidence and relevance
No evidence to support claims
Research
Uses a wide variety of relevant sources, which successfully address the claims made in the essay or assignment
Sources are correctly cited.

Uses a variety of relevant sources, which successfully address the claim/thesis.
Most sources are correctly cited.

Uses some sources, which begin to address the claim/thesis. Some sources are correctly cited.

Uses few sources, which do little to address the claim/thesis. Few sources are cited.

No evidence of research.


